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I. INTRODUCTION
Many translation theorists have tried to define culture. Newmark sees culture as "the way of life and its manifestation to uses a particular language as its means of expression" (1998, p. 94). Finding the best equivalent for culture specific items (CSIs) in translation is one of the main concerns for each translator. Translation as defined by Miremadi (1993, p.23 ) is a reciprocal process from one culture to the other and from other cultures into one culture. In other words, there is a "give-and-take process". In this process, translators deal with some non-equivalent words for which they should find an appropriate equivalent.
The translators need to find an equivalent with the same concept in the target text (TT). In cases where concepts are not identical, they cannot be used interchangeably in even two dialects of the same language. There are many words in each language for which there is no "full equivalent" (Jakobson, 1959 (Jakobson, /2000 in the TT. One of the most difficult problems a translator face is how to find lexical equivalents for the areas and aspects which are not known in the receptor culture i.e. there is not a corresponding word or phrase in the receptor language easily available for the translation. A translator has to consider not only the two languages but also the two cultures, since there will be some concepts in the source language, which do not have lexical equivalents in the target language. This may be due to difference of geography, customs, beliefs, worldview, and various other factors (Larson, 1998, p.163) . Even if close equivalents are found, they can rarely reveal and convey exactly the same massages.
Sometimes, there are some words or phrases in one language which are unknown for another language. This phenomenon is called "semantic void or lexical gap" (Gambier et.al, 2004, p.11) . In some cultures lexical gap may be observed in a way that people make distinctions between different aspects of a concept. For instance, the Arabs use 20 different words to identify different kinds of camels and they "conceptualize camels more specifically…in their cultural groups" (Stemberg et.al, 2009, p.388) . However people in other countries like Iran do not make any distinctions between different kinds of camels; they use a generic word for all these different aspects. In their hypothesis of linguistic relativity, Edward Sapir and Benjamin Whorf also hold that the language we speak both affects and reflects THEORY AND PRACTICE IN LANGUAGE STUDIES © 2011 ACADEMY PUBLISHER 1768 our view of the world (cited in Armstrong, 2005, p.16) . In a popular 1940 article, Whorf referred to Eskimo languages having seven distinct words for snow. In some communities, this concept may not have been lexicalized. For example in some parts of the world the inhabitants have not seen snow, hence they don't have any word to carry the concept.
It is obvious that each community has its own CSIs peculiar to its language. Each word or expression may refer to a concept which is different from one language to another. For example, pig or owl may have the same denotative and dictionary meaning in different languages, but they may convey totally different and even opposite senses in two different languages depending on the culture of the society. It is necessary for a professional translator and even the students of translation to be aware of cultural differences. Translators should be able to find a range of possibilities that include all the diversities of translation strategies which can be used to solve the problems of translating CSIs between languages.
This research intends to identify some strategies for finding the meaning of culture specific items which are applied by different translators in different literary texts. The debates of this paper are illustrated by the use of some examples of the book Dubliners by James Joyce (1914) and its Persian translation jointly by Mohammad Ali Safaryan and Saleh hosseini (1993). The current study tries to investigate whether the translators have been successful in conveying the embedded culture specific items of the original text or not. Newmark's (1988) classification of CSIs has been adopted as the theoretical framework of this study.
II. CSIS IN TRANSLATION
Cultural aspects are of paramount importance in translation studies. This issue attracts the attention of many scholars in a way that we can say cultural debates are one of the central issues in "translatology". Talking about the translation of CSIs is also controversial, since a single identical word or phrase may be translated in different ways by different translators. However, what is important is the solution of a translator facing CSIs in the text for finding their appropriate meaning and a suitable equivalent for these items in the TT. Consequently it is important for translators to be familiar with different methods and strategies in dealing with CSIs.
A. Conveying Form and Meaning in the Translation of CSIs
There are different methods adopted by translators for translating CSIs. Some people may believe that we can't translate CSIs, since they are related to a specific culture. But Baker (1992, p.68) believes that "idioms and fixed expressions which contain culture-specific items are not necessarily understandable. It is not the specific items an expression contains but rather the meaning it conveys and its association with culture-specific context which can make it understandable or difficult to translate."
Based on this statement, the translation of CSI is not impossible, but rather complicated for the translator. Although the translator should try to convey both form and meaning, their goal is "to keep the meaning constant" and sometimes "the receptor language form should be changed in order that the source language meaning not be distorted" (Larson, 1998, p.12) . In addition, Nida (1964) mentioned that whenever there is a "conflict" between form and content "correspondence in meaning must have priority over correspondence in style" (cited in Munday, 2001 . p.42). Hence in the translation of CSIs the translator tries to focus on conveying the meaning, not the form. In other words, in the translation of these instances the priority is the meaning. We can consider idioms as a subdivision of CSIs because they reflect aspects of the life of the TL speakers. For example, when the translator wants to translate "to carry coals to Newcastle" to Persian by conveying the form of the original, the meaning will be lost. In Persian the meaning of this equivalent is expressed in the following proverb:
‫ثزدى‬ ‫کزهبى‬ ‫ثَ‬ ‫سیزٍ‬ /zIrә bә kәrman bordan/ To take caraway to Kerman. A Persian native speaker knows that ‫سیزٍ‬ (caraway) is something that we can find large quantities in Kerman. Therefore, it is the translator's duty to keep the meaning of the original sometimes at the cost of SL form.
B. The Translation of CSIs in the Context of Globalization
Globalization describes a social trend that intensifies relations between societies and nations, a process by which decisions, events and activities from one part of the world have strong influences on other distant parts of the world (Sandrini, 2006, p.110) . It plays an important role in different aspects of our life such as economy, politics, language, translation, etc. However, in the globalized world, translation studies and more specifically translation of CSIs become more important. Globalization makes people interested in familiarity with other cultures in different aspects. Translation and globalization, therefore, are interrelated. Wiersema (2004) believes that globalization is important in translation, because it makes different cultures closer to each other. He expresses that "context explains culture, and adopting (not necessarily adapting) a selection of words enriches the target text, makes it more exotic and thus more interesting for those who want to learn more about the culture in question". As a result each text is produced in the context of a certain culture and has its specific values, behaviors and norms and is expressed by CSIs in that culture. In some cases these CSIs are global. It means that they may have the same sense and concept in many different languages which are expressed by different forms. Therefore there is no problem in translating of the text. The problem is when the concept has been globalized.
C. Language and Culture
It is obvious that language and culture are closely intervowen. Human beings can express different aspects of their culture by using language. Therefore, language can influence the way of our thinking. Sapir acknowledges the close relationship between language and culture, he believes that these two aspects are inextricably related; consequently, we cannot understand or appreciate the one, without knowledge of another (1929, p.207) . He describes that "No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered as representing the same social reality" (ibid, p. 69).
In Whorf's view, language provides a screen or filter to reality; it determines how speakers perceive and organize the world. Consequently, the language that we speak helps us to shape our world view. It defines our experience (cited in Wardhaugh, 2010, p.233) . Language is, therefore, not just a means for communication, but rather an influential factor in our way of thinking. Considering Sapir and Whorf's hypothesis, we can conclude that the person's environment and culture affect his understanding of the message.
Snell-Hornby (1988, p.35) stated that "both the translator and the translation theorists are… concerned with a world between disciplines, language and culture". She adds that the relationship between language and culture was first formally formulated by Wilhelm Von Humboldt who knows language as something dynamic and also as an expression of culture of the speakers, who understand and perceive the world through language (ibid. p.40).
D. Problems in Translating CSIs
The world that we live in, is full of different languages; these languages live in the context of different cultures manifesting different aspects of life. As far as the relation among these languages is concerned, translation becomes an indispensible necessity. Translators face many problems in translating CSIs, and translation scholars suggest some methods to solve them.
In translation of CSIs the translator may confront some problems. As Leppihalme (1997, p.2) reports, some researchers consider "extralinguistic phenomena from natural to man made. Extralinguistic problems are often expressed as lexical… Others see culture bound translation problems a mainly intralinguistic and pragmatic". He adds "Culturally oriented translation studies do not see the ST and TT as samples of linguistic material. The texts occur in a given situation in a given culture in the world and each has a specific function and an audience of its own" (ibid, p.3).
People belonging to the same linguistic community are members of a certain type of culture. They possess shared traditions, habits, behavior, and common knowledge about their society and many other aspects. Consequently, in interlingual communication where two or more cultures exist, the translator may face some limitations which impede the process of understanding the TT by the reader. The translator has not only the problem of linguistic obstacles but also the problem of cultural barriers (Komissarov,1991, pp.33-4) . What is necessary for translators is that they should find an appropriate method in dealing with CSIs based on the text and the situation. Lacking some concepts in one of the two languages in translation process is problematic for the translator. There are some concepts in one language that are completely absent in another language. For example in Persian we have some new words which are common often among young people, like ‫خفي‬ /xafan/ (The perfect and best way or thing) or ‫ضبی‬ ‫ع‬ /zaye?/ (Very bad thing and situation; used for animate and inanimate things).
On the other hand sometimes it is possible that the TT and ST reader have totally different understanding of a single concept in two different languages. For example, some religious words like ‫کبف‬ ‫سکبت،‬ ‫حح،‬ ‫خِبد،‬ ‫ًوبس،‬ ‫ز‬ may have a nearsynonym equivalent in the TT, but they cannot render the same concepts as the original. Obviously understanding these words by a reader of the ST is different from the understanding of the TT readers. Different categorizations of the concepts in languages are also problematic in the translation process. Among these concepts, divergence and convergence are two main points that should be noticed by a translator (Fawssett, 1997, p.43). Divergence occurs when a single item in the ST splits to two or more items in the TT. For example, the verb ‫دیذى‬ /dIdan/ in Persian can diverges into English see, watch, look at. In contrast, when two or more items in the ST merge into just one item in the TT, it is called convergence. For example, the Persian ‫خبلَ‬ /xale/, ‫عوَ‬ /amme/, ‫سى‬ ‫دایی‬ /zandayee/ and ‫سى‬ ‫عوْ‬ /zan amoo/ (differentiate by their relationship to father or mother) converge into English aunt. However in English there is no such a distinction.
III. STRATEGIES IN TRANSLATING CSIS FROM DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEWS
Different scholars have analyzed the strategies and procedures involved in the translation of CSIs, suggesting various classifications of such strategies. One of the pioneers in this field was Newmark (1988) . He suggests a number of procedures for translating CSIs, namely transference, naturalization, cultural equivalence, functional equivalence, descriptive equivalence, synonymy, through-translation, shift or transposition, modulation, recognized translation, translation label, compensation, componential analysis, reduction and expansion, paraphrase, couplet, and notes (1988, pp.81-93).
In more recent studies some other classifications have been suggested for such strategies. Graedler (2000, p. 3) observes translators applying such methods as: making up a new word, selecting a word in the TL which seems similar to or has the same "relevance" as the SL term, preserving the SL term intact, explaining the meaning of the SL expression instead of translating it.
Pederson (2005, p.3) employed the word "rendering" instead of "translating" and also the term Extralinguistic Culture-bound Reference (ECR) instead of Culture Specific Item (CSI).According to Pedersen, culture-bound terms may be intralinguistic and extralinguistic culture-bound references. Based on Pederson's statement, strategies for rendering extralinguistic CSIs are SL oriented and TL oriented.
Source language oriented strategy consists of three subcategories: (Pederson, 2005, pp.3-9) a. Retention. This strategy is SL oriented, since an item from the SL can enter the TT. In some cases the culturebound term is distinguished from other parts by the employment of some symbols like quotation marks and italics.
b. Specification. It means that the translator doesn't translate CSI and leaves it in "its untranslated form", but s/he adds some extra information in the TT that doesn't exist in ST, thus making the target CSI more specific than the CSI of the ST. This is done through Explicitation or Addition.
b.1. Explicitation. "Explicitation could be seen as any strategy involving the expansion of the text, or spelling out anything that is implicit in the source text." b.2. Addition. It means that the added material is not obvious in the CSI of the ST," as part of the sense or connotations of the term".
c. Direct translation. In this strategy "the semantic load", of CSI of the ST doesn't change and "nothing is added, or subtracted." This strategy has two subgroups: calque which is the result of literal translation, and shifted direct translation which refers to those terms that are common in target culture and are "less SL oriented".
Pederson suggests three subcategories for target language oriented strategies: a. Generalization. This involves replacing a CSI "referring to something specific by something more general. Typically, this involves hyponymy".
b. Substitution. It is the removal of CSIs of the SL and "replacing them with something else, either a different term or some sort of paraphrase, which does not necessarily involve" a cultural term. This strategy consists of two subgroups: cultural substitution and paraphrase.
b.1. Cultural substitution. It means that the CSI of the ST is removed, and replaced by a different CSI. These CSIs which are used in TT are completely known by the audience.
b.2. Paraphrase. "This strategy involves rephrasing the source culture-specific item, either through reduction to sense, or by completely removing all trace of the cultural term and instead using a paraphrase that fits the context". c. Omission. It means "replacing the ST with nothing."Of course, what is obvious is that this strategy should be the last choice of the translator if we believe that a good translator should be faithful to the original text.
We can see many of these strategies described by different scholars are the same and they describe identical phenomena, but they are called by different names.
Hervey and Higgins (2006) mentioned that it is better for a translator to use cultural translation instead of literal translation. They believe that cultural transposition has a scale of degrees. This scale is from a degree which is based on source culture (exoticism) and moves toward the degree which is mostly based on target culture (cultural transplantation). It includes: (cited in Mizani, 2003) 1 . a. Exoticism: "The degree of adaptation is very low here. The translation carries the cultural features and grammar of SL to TL. It is very close to transference" b. Calque: "Calque includes TL words but in SL structure therefore while it is unidiomatic to target reader but it is familiar to a large extent". c. Cultural Borrowing: "It is to transfer the ST expression verbatim into the TT. No adaptation of SL expression into TL forms. After a time they usually become a standard in TL terms. Cultural borrowing is very frequent in history, legal, social, political texts; for example, "La langue" and "La parole" in linguistics". d. Communicative Translation: "Communicative translation is usually adopted for culture specific cliché s such as idioms, proverbs, fixed expression, etc. In such cases the translator substitutes SL word with an existing concept in target culture. In cultural substitution the propositional meaning is not the same but it has similar impact on target reader. The literal translation here may sound comic. The degree of using this strategy sometimes depends on the license which is given to the translator by commissioners and also the purpose of translation".
e. Cultural Transplantation "The whole text is rewritten in target culture. The TL word is not a literal equivalent but has similar cultural connotations to some extent. It is another type of extreme but toward target culture and the whole concept is transplanted in TL. A normal translation should avoid both exoticism and cultural transplantation".
IV. PROCEDURE
This study is a descriptive and library research and its aim is to carry out an analysis and description of strategies applied by different translators to cope with CSIs and to find whether these strategies are universal or idiosyncratic. Therefore, the translation of a literary text was compared with the original text and each strategy was illustrated by examples for better understanding.
After studying the classifications of cultural categories by translation scholars, a general view about these categories was acquired and then during the comparison of the source and the target text the culture bound terms or CSIs were extracted. The theoretical framework of this research is based on what Newmark (1988) expressed in his book "A Textbook of Translation" about the translation of CSIs.
The English sentences in which the CSIs occurred and their translation were extracted from Dubliners by James Joyce (1914) and its Persian translation ‫ُب‬ ‫دّثلیٌی‬ /dublInIha/ which is translated by Salehhosseini and Mohammad Ali Safaryan (1993) . For a few number of strategies, we found no examples. In these cases, an attempt has been made to use some other Persian translations just for the sake of exemplification.
The next process was searching for the exact meaning of the terms in the Webster and Oxford dictionaries. Having identified CSIs of the literary text, we went on to the last step which was selecting different semantic voids from different domains.
A. Newmark's Model
There are some strategies which translator can use to fill the lexical gaps in the translation of culture specific items. These strategies are described by many translation scholars. For Newmark (1988, p.82) the term cultural equivalent means "an approximate translation where a SL cultural word is translated by a TL cultural word". In this part, strategies described by Newmark (mentioned in part 3), will be explained and illustrated in detail through some Persian sentences extracted from the translation of Dubliners for better understanding.
In 1964, Nida took up the problems of correspondence and translation of some items which are different culturally in SL and TL. He concluded that the differences between the cultures will cause the translator to face many problems and complications. He also explained that the parallels in culture often provide a common understanding despite significant formal shifts in translation. Newmark used this point of view and described his five "cultural categories" and their subcategories that culture specific items may come from (1988, pp.94-103).
He proposed a classification for classifying foreign cultural words. These five categories are: 1) Ecology (flora, fauna, winds, plains, hills) 2) Material culture (food, clothes, houses and towns, transport) 3) Social culture (work and leisure) 4) Organizations, customs, activities, procedures, concepts (political and administrative, religious, artistic)
5) Gesture and habits
In what follows, some strategies are described accompanied by their example (s) for finding an appropriate equivalence for CSIs which are described by Newmark (In some cases it is also expressed by some other translation scholars by different names). We, then, identify the class into which each example falls.
a. Transference According to Newmark (1988, p.81) "Tranference is the process of transferring a SL word to a TL text as a translation procedure". He believes that only cultural objects or concepts related to a small group should be transferred (ibid). When the translators face the following cases, they should use the method of transference: name of all living or dead people, geographical names, name of the periodical and newspapers, titles of untranslated literary works, plays, films; names of private companies and institutions, names of public institutions; street names and addresses (ibid, p.82). As Kalėdaitė (2005 James Flynn died in sixty-five years.
‫پٌح‬ ّ ‫ضصت‬ ‫در‬ ‫فلیه‬ ‫جیمش‬ ‫هزتجت‬ ‫قذسی‬ ‫خٌبة‬ ‫پیْست‬ ‫ایشدی‬ ‫رحوت‬ ‫ثَ‬ ‫سبلگی‬ .
James Flynn is the name of "living people", so the translator transferred (transliterated) it. He had a little library full of old version of some magazines of The union Jack, Pluck and The Halfpenny Marvel.
‫ُبی‬ ‫ًسخَ‬ ‫اس‬ ‫داضت‬ ‫کْچکی‬ ‫ی‬ ‫کتبثخبًَ‬ ّ ‫پالک‬ ‫جک،‬ ‫دیوویون‬ ‫ُبی‬ ‫هدلَ‬ ‫قذیوی‬ ‫مبرول‬ ‫پىی‬ ‫ٌبف‬
In this sentence we have the name of some "untranslated literary texts" so they should be transferred to the TT. This example falls into Newmark's third kind of categorization (social culture). Pudding is a sweet and usually hot dish made with pastry, flour, bread or rice, and often fruit. In this sentence the translator has used the word itself in the Persian sentence and pudding is transferred into TL.
It falls into Newmark's second categorization, material culture because pudding is the name of a food which is one of the sub-categories of material culture.
b. Naturalization "This procedure succeeds transference and adapts the SL word first to the normal pronunciation, then to the normal morphology of the TL" (ibid, p.82). Custard is a pudding-like usually sweetened mixture made with eggs and milk. In Persian, the most natural equivalent for this word is ‫فزًی‬ /fәrnI/, however it cannot have the same connotative meaning. Materials which are used for making ‫فزًی‬ do not include egg and it has a combination of some other materials. So according to Newmark's statement explained above, the word ‫فزًی‬ in Persian is not an "accurate" equivalent for the English word.
‫فزً‬ ‫ی‬ is one of the sub-categories of Newmark's second general categorization which is material culture, since it is kind of food.
d. Functional equivalent According to Newmark, functional equivalent "applied to cultural words, requires the use of a culture-free word, sometimes with a new specific term; it therefore neutralizes or generalizes the SL word". He also defines functional equivalent as "The most accurate way of translating i.e. deculturalizing a cultural word" (1988, p.83).
Number
ST literal meaning TT 6 They drink for luck. They drank a glass.
‫گیالسی‬ ‫ثخت‬ ‫اس‬ ‫ضذى‬ ‫ثزخْردار‬ ‫ثزای‬ ‫ووشیدود.‬
In this sentence drink is a verb. Here it has been changed to a noun. In the Persian text, Drink is alcoholic liquid and it is a noun. So it is a general word, but in the translation sentence it is used more specific.
Again we deal with Newmark's second categorization (material culture and its sub-categorization that in this sentence is food).
Ignatius Gallaher made a catholic gesture whit his right arm.
Ignatius Gallaher made a Cross gesture by his right hand.
‫خْد‬ ‫ثَ‬ ‫راست‬ ‫دست‬ ‫ثب‬ ‫گبالُز‬ ‫ایگٌبتیْص‬ ‫کطیذ.‬ ‫صلیت‬
Catholic gesture is kind of gesture which is familiar to SL readers, but the readers in Persian can understand it by the use of ‫صلیت‬ (cross).So the translator has narrowed the meaning of the word.
This sentence falls in Newmark's fifth category which is gesture and habit. e. Descriptive equivalent "Description and function are essential elements in explanation and therefore in translation" (Newmark, 1988, p.84) . Using this strategy enable us to have a correct perception of CSIs by using other words and phrases. In this strategy the translator uses some descriptions to clarify the meaning for his audience. Nida (1964, p.237) mentioned "descriptive equivalents are deliberate attempts to produce satisfactory equivalents for objects, events, attributes and relationals for which no regular term exists in the receptor language". He also mentioned that the most common types of descriptive equivalents are objects and attributes (ibid). He revealed many of the secrets of religious houses on the continent.
He revealed a lot of the secrets of European religious houses.
‫را‬ ‫اروپب‬ ‫مذٌجی‬ ‫امبکه‬ ‫اسزار‬ ‫اس‬ ‫ثسیبری‬ ‫کزد‬ ‫فبش‬ .
In this sentence religious house is translated to ‫اهبکي‬ ‫ارّپب‬ ‫هذُجی‬ (religious places in Europe). The translator has used several words to transfer the exact meaning. Here we deal with Newmark's forth type of categorization which is Organizations, customs, activities, procedures, concepts since religion in this sentence is one of the sub-categories of the forth type. At the same time we have the word house in the sentence which is one of the sub-categories of material culture (Newmark's second category).
f. Componential analysis As Larson (1998, p.59) has mentioned "a word is a "bundle" of meaning component. The translator needs to be able to analyze the lexical items of the source text in order to translate them. This means being able to "unpack" words in order for the meaning to be represented by the lexical form."
Componential analysis is defined as "comparing an SL word with a TL word which has a similar meaning but is not an obvious one-to-one equivalent, by demonstrating first their common and then their differing sense components. Normally the SL word has more specific meaning than the TL word" (Newmark, 1988 , p.114).
Number ST literal meaning TT
10
He knew that people went there after the theatre to eat oysters and drink liqueurs.
‫هی‬ ‫آًدب‬ ‫ثَ‬ ‫تئبتز‬ ‫اس‬ ‫ثعذ‬ ‫هزدم‬ ‫داًست‬ ‫هی‬ ّ ‫ثخْرًذ‬ ‫خزچىگ‬ ‫غذای‬ ‫تب‬ ‫رًّذ‬ ‫ثیبضبهٌذ.‬ ‫مشزوة‬
Oxford advanced leaner's dictionary defines Oyster as a large flat sea creature that lives in a shell, some types of which can be eaten either raw or cooked. The translator has used the word ‫خزچٌگ‬ (crab) as the equivalent for it.
Comparing SL and TL, it is obvious that both of these two words are sea food, but "there is no one to one correspondence" between them.
Liqueur is also a strong, sweet alcoholic drink which is usually drunk in small amounts at the end of a meal. The word ‫هطزّة‬ (alcoholic drink) in Persian doesn't transfer such a meaning; so again we can say there is no one to one correspondence between liqueur in English and ‫هطزّة‬ (alcoholic drink) in Persian.
What is obvious is that in translating oyster and liqueur, the translator deals with Newmark's second general categorization (material culture), since both of them are food. It is noticeable that the word oyster in TL belongs to Newmark's second categorization (material culture), however when it is translated into Persian ‫خزچٌگ‬ (crab) in falls into the first categorization (ecology, of which one sub-categorization is fauna).
g. Synonymy According to Newmark, synonymy is defined as a "near TL equivalent to a SL word" (1988, p.84).
11
My aunt was lading out my stirabout.
My aunt was lading out my soup.
‫هالقَ‬ ‫ثب‬ ‫هزا‬ ‫شورثبی‬ ‫داضت‬ ‫عوْین‬ ‫سى‬ ‫کطیذ‬ ‫هی‬ .
Based on Webster unabridged dictionary, Stirabout is a dish formed of oatmeal boiled in water to a certain consistency and frequently stirred, or of oatmeal and dripping mixed together and stirred about in a pan; a hasty pudding. The best and "near TL equivalent" for this word in Persian which is chosen by translator is ‫ضْرثب‬ (the name of one kind of pottage).This equivalent in Persian can have the same sense on the reader.
Stirabout is the name of the food and it is related to Newmark's second categorization (material culture).
h. Through-translation
It is "The literal translation of common collocations, name of organizations, the components of compounds and perhaps phrases, which is also known as calque or loan translation" (Newmark. 1988, p.84 No recognized translation exists for this item. It seems that the translator chooses a word-for-word translation.
i. Shifts or transpositions
This strategy "involves a change in the grammar from SL to TL". The first type of shift occurs when there is a change from singular to plural. The second type of shift is required when an SL grammatical structure does not exist in the TL. Finally the third type of shift is the one where literal translation is grammatically possible but may not accord with the TL (Newmark, 1988, p.86 ). Of course we should know each of these changes are related to a certain categorization that are described by different translation scholars like Catford (2000, p.141-7) and Vinay and Darbelnet (2000, p.84-93). Nida (1964, p.237) believes that "a shift may also be necessary when a word that seems to be of the same hierarchical level as the source language word actually occupies a different position because of cultural differences." Number ST literal meaning TT
13
He paused at last before the window of a shop over which the words refreshment bars were printed in white letters.
He hesitated in front of the window of a shop where were written "refreshment bars" at the top of it with white color.
‫آى‬ ‫ثبالی‬ ‫کَ‬ ‫ای‬ ‫هغبسٍ‬ ‫ّیتزیي‬ ‫ثزاثز‬ ‫سفیذ‬ ‫حزّف‬ ‫ثب‬ ‫فزّضی‬ ‫ًْضبثَ‬ ‫کلمبت‬ ‫کزد.‬ ‫هکث‬ ‫ثود‬ ‫شدي‬ ‫چبپ‬
In this sentence we can see the subject in both ST and TT is plural, but the verb is translated in a singular form. In ST both subject and its verb are correspondence but in Persian the subject is singular and its verb is plural. Therefore here we have intra-system shift (Catford, 2000, p.146 In this sentence college is translated as ‫علویَ‬ ‫ی‬ ‫.حْسٍ‬ In this sentence we have some words which are not familiar for the TT reader. In other words we have a situation in which one aspect of a culture does not exist in another culture. As a result a shift has occurred. In this case we deal with Newmark's fourth type of categorization, because it is related to religion.
j. Modulation
In this strategy the translators try to create the message of the SL in the TL in conformity with the current norms of the TL. In modulation the SL and the TL may be different in terms of perspective (Newmark, 1988, p.88) . Vinay and Darbelnet believe this strategy contains a change in semantic and point of view of the source language (1995, p. 94-9) . Based on what they have mentioned, modulation may includes: abstract for concrete, cause for effect, one part for another, reversal of terms, active for passive, space for time, intervals and limits and finally change of symbols (ibid, p.249). 
‫سد.‬ ‫هی‬ ‫حزف‬ ‫ُب‬ ‫کزم‬ ّ ‫خجیثً‬ ‫ارواح‬ ‫اس‬
The meaning of faint based on advanced learner dictionary is "when someone suddenly becomes unconscious". The translator uses the word ‫خجیثَ‬ ‫ارّاذ‬ (manes) to TT. This is changing in point of view which is a kind of modulation. It means that the translator has changed somehow the view point of the SL writer. This examples falls into Newmark's fourth categorization; since we deal with concepts. The definition of cavalier in Oxford advanced learners is: a supporter of a king in the English Civil War in the 1640s.
In Persian translation of this word the translator has chosen the term ‫ضْالیَ‬ which is "generally accepted" in TT.
l. Compensation
"This is said to occur when loss of meaning, sound-effect, metaphor or pragmatic effect in one part of a sentence is compensated in another part, or in contiguous sentence" (Newmark, 1988, p.90 As Youssefi has mentioned this translation includes two sets of metaphor, "the perfumed and dark curly hair" and "the dark and twisted path of the spiritual journey toward the true Beloved". In the original text the two concepts are clear-both smell and color of the hair in just one word ‫هطکیٌص‬ ) ) -however in its translation, the word musky cannot render it by itself. Therefore in this case loss of meaning is compensated by another part.
m. Paraphrase "This is an amplification or explanation of the meaning of a segment of the text" (Newmark, 1988, p. 90) . Of course it is notable that Newmark is not completely agree to list paraphrase in translation procedures, "since the word is often used to describe free translation". He explains that "if it is used in the sense of the minimal recasting of an ambitious or obscure sentence, in order to clarify it, I accept it" (ibid, p.91). Adopting Newmark's idea, Kalėdaitė (2005, pp.32-3) suggested that the difference of this strategy and descriptive equivalent strategy (which is explained in number 5) is that in paraphrase the explanation is much more detailed than that of descriptive equivalent. Furthermore he makes a distinction between paraphrase and functional equivalence (number 4). He said that functional equivalent or neutralization (number4) occurs at the word level, but paraphrase occurs at the higher linguistic level.
Kalėdaitė (ibid) talks about the similarities between paraphrasing and functional equivalence or neutralization (number 4) by using Newmark's idea. He believes that paraphrasing is the same as functional equivalent when SL word become neutralized (number 4) or generalized (which is finding a more general word. For example the translator uses ‫کالٍ‬ (hat) as an equivalent for bonnet. Bonnet is a kind of hat tied with strings under the chin, formerly worn by women. But because of the lexical gap that existed between source text and TT, the translator has to use the general term ‫کالٍ‬ (hat) instead of its exact equivalent. This example is related to clothes which is one of the sub-categorizations of Newmark's second categorization, so it related to material culture). He put the cloth hat of sailing on the pack of his head.
‫راوی‬ ‫قبیق‬ ‫ای‬ ‫پبرچً‬ ‫کالي‬ ‫اًتِبی‬ ‫ثَ‬ ‫را‬ ‫ثْد‬ ‫سزاًذٍ‬ ‫سزش‬ .
Here the word is occurred above word level, the translator paraphrases the item to render the meaning. Since it's related to clothes, it can be classified into Newmark's second categorization (material culture).
n. Couplets, triplet, quadruplet This strategy occurs when the translator combines two or more than two different procedures for dealing with a single problem (Newmark, 1988, p.91 Based on what Newmark said (in number 1) in this sentence we have Transfer strategy because soprano is transfer to the TL without any changing. In the other hand, Adam and Eve is omitted. Instead, the translator has used ‫یک‬ ‫درخَ‬ (first string). In Persian translation of this sentence we can see the phrase ‫آهذ‬ ‫هی‬ ‫حسبة‬ ‫ثَ‬ which isn't exist in SL. So here we have a combination of different strategies.
Here we deal with Newmark's forth type of categorization (organization, customer, ideas) since we have an activity here.
o. Notes Notes are "additional information in a translation" (Newmark, 1988, p.91) . In This strategy the translator should explain the meaning of the word or phrases in the note. Newmark (1988, p.92 ) mentioned that notes can be within the text, at the bottom of the page, at the end of the chapter and finally as a glossary at the end of the book.
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After a while they went out and he calls for another punch.
They went out after a while and he asked for another glass of beer.
‫اّ‬ ّ ‫ضذًذ‬ ‫خبرج‬ ‫ُب‬ ‫آى‬ ‫هذتی‬ ‫اس‬ ‫ثعذ‬ ‫پبوچ‬ ‫گیالص‬ ‫خْاست‬ ‫دیگزی‬ .
Punch
‫است‬ ‫ای‬ ‫ًْضبثَ‬ ‫یب‬ ‫ضزاة‬ ‫کزدى‬ ‫هخلْط‬ ‫اس‬ ‫کَ‬ ‫گزم‬ ‫آة‬ ‫ثب‬ ‫عزق‬ ، ‫کٌٌذ‬ ‫هی‬ ‫درست‬ ‫ادّیَ‬ ّ ‫ضکز‬ .
Here the translator has used ‫پبًچ‬ ‫گیالص‬ for the word punch. And then he gives a footnote for more information. like omission, deletion, classifier, etc. which are described by different translation scholars and can be a subject for further studies. 
